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Data analysis - Introduction

So now you know how to go from 
paper questionnaire to mobile 
phone questionnaires

your data now gets collected on 
the mobile phones and once it is 
finished collected, it gets 
aggregated in your Kobo server

Last step missing: analysis

Survey workflow
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Options for Data analysis

Analysis directly in Kobo, but fairly limited compared 
to external analysis tools

Exporting data to CSV/XLS/KML/etc for analysis in 
other tools (SPSS, Access, Google earth etc.)

Exporting in the Kobo Analyser

API (see FACET dashboard example)

Survey workflow
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Exercice

Open the Excel exercice from yesterday and do part 
3.
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Exercice

Analyse your data directly in Kobo
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Exporting data from Kobo

Go to the “Data” tab 

Select “Download” and chose the format you want
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Exercice

Open your Kobo project(s) that has submissions

then download the data in Excel

Look at the data and determine whether there are 
any improvements you could make to your form
conception to improve the output. Check the 
following amongst others: metadata, 
variable names, skip patterns, constraints, 
mandatory questions, calculations...
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Kobo: Exporting a form with repeat groups inside

Example: Questioning all women in a household. 
Individual questions are repeated for each woman in 
the HH

Resulting XLS:

Survey workflow

Main 
Questionnaire

Loop part

The parent 
index allows 
you to make 
the link with 
the main 
questionnaire 
if needed.
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Repeat group export: TIP

You can repeat a variable inside the repeat group 
using a “calculate” prompt. This way, it will not 
appear to the user, but the information will be 
available in the repeat group, so you don’t need to 
refer to 2 different excel files for just a few variables 
(ex: date)

Survey workflow

Main 
Questionnaire

Loop part

The parent 
index allows 
you to make 
the link with 
the main 
questionnaire 
if needed.
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Exercice

Download your data in Kobo Excel Analyser format 
and explore the tool
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